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The GOLEM project

● RQ1: How do cultural traits spread, become 
successful, disappear?

● RQ2: Which narrative strategies have a 
stronger impact on readers?

● Data: Fanfic communities of readers and 
writers who reinterpret stories and further 
transmit modifications of them

golemlab.eu
github.com/GOLEM-lab



The GOLEM project

golemlab.eu
github.com/GOLEM-lab



The Federation

URW-KG



Possible References:
CIDOC-CRM, CRMsoc, LRMoo, Schema.org, 

CLS-INFRA, NIF

Part 1



 Our Objective

●  Integrate Metadata of Different Online 
Fiction Reading Platforms

●  Describe Concepts of work of fiction and 
narrative

●  Describe Characters’ traits

●  Describe Textual and Reader Response 
Features 

●  FAIR Principles (Interoperable) + Linked 
Data



  Bottom-up Strategy: the Metadata in Our Database are the drivers

                                                



AO3 Stories-Sample

https://archiveofourown.org/works/14454174            https://archiveofourown.org/works/5076781



  Fandom.com-HP Information



 Our Current References: 

Abbreviation/Acronym Meaning
CIDOC-CRM Comité International pour la DOCumentation - Conceptual 

Reference Model

CRMsoc An Extension of CIDOC-CRM to support social 
documentation

CLS INFRA Computational Literary Studies Infrastructure ontology

LRMoo (FRBRoo) IFLA Library Reference Model object oriented (Functional 
Requirements for Bibliographic Records)

NIF The NLP Interchange Format

schema Schema.org



"review":{ "@type":"Review"，
"itemReviewed":{"@type":"Movie","url":"https://www.imdb.com/title/tt26608
88/"},
     "author":{"@type":"Person","name":"cherold"},
     "dateCreated":"2016-11-09",
     "inLanguage":"English",
     "name":"Terrifically fun popcorn action",
     "reviewBody":"After the noisy and irretrievably stupid (though 
reasonably entertaining) Into Darkness, I wasn&apos;t desperate to watch 
this one, but when I finally did I was relieved to discover that it was even 
more enjoyable than the first film in the reboot....."   
"reviewRating":{"@type":"Rating","worstRating":1,"bestRating":10,"ratingVa
lue":8}},   
"aggregateRating":{"@type":"AggregateRating","ratingCount":252335,"best
Rating":10,"worstRating":1,"ratingValue":7},
     "contentRating":"PG-13",
     "genre":["Action","Adventure","Sci-Fi"],
     "datePublished":"2016-09-02",
     "keywords":"third part,star trek,sequel,alien,hatred"}

"@context":"https://schema.org"
"@type":"Movie",
"url":"https://www.imdb.com/title/tt26608
88/",
"name":"Star Trek Beyond",
"image":"https://m.media-amazon.com/i
mages/M/MV5BNDc2YThlMTgtN2M3Yi
00YzkxLWE4MDQtMWJmYmZiNTNjNjJl
XkEyXkFqcGdeQXVyMjUzOTY1NTc@.
_V1_.jpg",
"description":"The crew of the USS 
Enterprise explores the furthest reaches 
of uncharted space, where they 
encounter a new ruthless enemy, who 
puts them, and everything the 
Federation stands for, to the test."
"actor":[{"@type":"Person","url":"https://
www.imdb.com/name/nm1517976/",
     "name":"Chris Pine"}

Schema is now widely used in cultural 
databases 
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A modest proposal

Part 2



Fictional Characters golemlab.eu/news/why_golem/



Fictional Characters & Fanfiction



Fictional Characters & Fanfiction

CIDOC-CRM Objects:

● Conceptual: non-material products of 
our minds that have become objects of a 
discourse about their identity, 
circumstances of creation or historical 
implication.

● Propositional: immaterial items that are, 
or represent in some sense, sets of 
propositions about real or imaginary 
things

● Information: identifiable immaterial items 
that have an objectively recognizable 
structure



Narrative Strategies & Computational Analysis



Discussion
● For data from different databases (e.g., AO3, Wattpad, Goodreads, Fandom), what’s the best 

practice for metadata alignment and integration?

● Narrative Strategies and Computational Analysis are two core focuses for GOLEM, yet currently, 
there isn’t a widely adapted ontology for them. How can we contribute?

● Is it a good idea to reuse schema.org (designed for web content) and merge it with domain-specific 
knowledge representation ontologies (CIDOC-CRM, LRMoo, etc.)?

● We have started the alignment and harmonization of classes in different ontologies, e.g., 
schema:CreativeWork /F1 Work /E89 Propositional Object /X2 Corpus Document. What’s your 
suggested workflow for this task?

● More…





Discussion

1. Everyone can read between the lines and "know" that "be wary of strangers" is a theme of Little Red 
Riding Hood, even though it's not spelled out in the text. This "between the lines" feature of some 
common themes complicates annotation (say as compared with Named Entity Recognition).

2. Is the separation between Theme and Subject similar to the hierarchy Concept – Proposition?

3. How would we go about aligning themes and narrative forms to text? This is more feasible for some 
classes than it is for others. Whole text, episodes, chapters, paragraphs, sentences?

4. Do we annotate characters as objects, people, actors, or as roles (Propp, Greimas, Campbell)?

5. …


